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Who dares to teach
Let t her e be spaces in your
togetherness.
Kahli l Gibra n

mu st never
cease to learn

September 25, 1963

Newark State College, Union, New Jersey

Volu~ IV, No. 5

Foreign Students
Arrive on Campus

Dean's List
Announced At
Convocation

Convocation Opens

New Acadeinic Year

Class of 1964
An East African preparing to
become a member of the Parliament of Kenya has joined four
other international students at
Newark State College, Union.
Mr.
Samson
Kubai,
20,
of Kiembu, Kenya,, East Africa,
has enrolled as a freshman
history major. He is living with
Mr. and Mrs. WJ.lter Blumberg
of 16 Virginia Avenue, Hazlet.
Son of Fred Kubai, the Parliamentary Secretary of Labor and
Social Welfare im the new government of Kenya, Samson lived
through
the riots, boycotts,
arrests, and bloodshed in the
early struggle for independence.
His father was arrested as a
Mau Mau, the name given to all
freedom fighters, and sentenced
to 10 years of hard labor.
Samson received his education at a Church of England
e lementary schoo l , spent one
year a t a Moslem school, and
a ttended one y e ar at a Cat holic

secondary school in Uganda run
by Irish monks. He speaks four
languages: English, two Bantu
languages, Kikiyu and Luganda,
and Swahili, Central African
lingua franca.
Samson was active as a youth
in his father's party, the Kenya
African National Union. Tom
Mboya, a party member and labor
leader in Kenya, persuaded him
to come to the United States for
further education.
Arriving in January, 1961, he
entered Greenwich High School,
Greenwich, Connecticut, as a
junior, but was not permitted to
take courses for credit. During
this time he was sponsored by
the African-American Foundation, now-non existent.
In the summer of 1962, Samson
worked at International
Transport Workers Union of
America in New York. A new
sponsor, the First Unitarian
(Continued on Page 2)

NSC Sophoinore
Initiates NJ Bill

Name
Henrietta Blatt
Lillian Scott
Rhona Howard
Thelma Gelfond
Margaret Genis
Lois Ciambelli
Margaret Mittricker
Rona Derman
Theodore Markewich
Karen Green
Maryl Lobdell
Jean Jones
Gail Kaplan
Frederick Ball
· Carol Brueckner
Anna Belfiore
Joan Dollinger
Marcia Zagier
Arlene Bierbaum
Bernardine Jankowski
Yetta Levine
Joyce Janoff
John Masterson
Elaine Campana
Linda Adelsohn
Beverl y Marino
P hylli s Slater
J anet Michalowski
Adele Fah r bach
Mary J ane Cook
Mary P or t er
P h ylli s R e s taino
Ba r bara Bo r nstein
L y dia Kr chnace k
Mar jori e L u nga
Joy Edmond s

Class of 1965
Donald Kulick
William Bucher
Lynne Marley
Michael O'Brien
Charlotte Lombardi
Wanda Nowel
Judith Maringer
Rita Sadowsky
Mary Dick
Joyce Surman
J u dith Seller
Lorriane Van Liew
Edward Hamill
Ellen Merkel
Bruce Christenson
Richard Cwiakala
Carol Charkowski

Class of 1966

Sandra Bober, Virginia Ba r na, Governor Richard J . Hughes, Assemblywoman Mildred Ba r ry Hughes.
On
August
13,
Governor
Richard J. Hughes signed into law
the "Good SamaritanAct," which
provides that licensed practitioners in the healing arts in
New Jersey shall not be liable
for civil damages as a result
of any acts or omissions by such
persons in rendering emergency
care.
The bill had its origin in the
YMCA and Government prog ram
in 1962. Vi.rginia Barna and
Sandra Bober, members of the
Rahway
Tri.-Hi-Y Club, developed the bill for the Youth
Legislature. Sandra is a sophomore at Newark State.
Sponsored by Assemblywoman
Mildred Barry Hughes, of Union
County, the new law answers a
need for legal protection which
has been growing in recent years.
Frequently persons receive no
emergency care when needed because physicians and others
licensed in the healing arts, at
the scene of the emergency or
accident, are fearful that their
actions, taken in good faith to

care for the injured might consequently subject them to civil
suit.
The act encourages the
rendering of such aid.
,I,

Signing ceremonies in the State
House were attended by representatives of medical, dental, and
nursing ,societies, and YMCA
leaders in the Y's Youth and
Government program.
After signing the bill, Governor
Hughes stated, "It is particularly
fitting that a law embodying such
ideals should have had its inception in the New Jersey YMCA
Youth and Government Program.
For it not only helps our young
people to learn the processes of
government, but it proves that
our best ideals can and do become
part of the laws of our state. In
a sense, our state government
is being a 'Good Samaritan' to
the 'Good Samaritans'. I hope this
law accomplishes its objective of
furthering the rendering of aid to
injured persons at the scene of
accidents or emergencies without
fear of civil liability."

Nancy Stofik
Barbara Chipman
Susan DeFrancisco
Mary Dolinich
Judith Vadney
Jacqueline Kirk
Gail Parker
Dennis Deverin
Sharon Kenworthy
Mary Roche
Helen Rose
Donna Heuer
Carol Shupper
Elaine Masullo
Janet Campisi
Eileen Beirne
Edmund Dejowski
Joan Branin
Janet Mai

Influenza Shots
Available
Influenza shots will be offered
to faculty, staff, and students in
a mass program sponsored by the
college . Health Services Depart·
ment. They will be given in Bruce
Hall, _Room B-111 on Friday,
September 27_," 1963. Those wishing the shots are asked to report
between 9:30 A.M. and 1:30 P.M.
The cost of the shot is fifty
cents. (. 50,;!) to be collected when
the shot is given.

Faculty in academic procession for convocation.
"It is no longer fitting that
this Bible, with the name of the
college imprinted on it and a n
insc r iption on the flyleaf: 'Presented by the Class of 19 54 ',
be r ead from this platform .''
With these words , Dr. E uge ne
G. Wil kins began his convoca tion a ddr e ss , ushering in Newark
State's 108th academic year .
Diane Monaco, secretary of
Student Council, presided over
the ceremonies. Present on the
platform were the four class
presidents, the president and
deans of the college, an d Miss
Josephine Rappa and Mr. Russell
Heeren, president and vice-pre sident respectively of the Alumni
Association.
Miss Rappa also addressed the
audience, greeting the incoming
freshmen in the name of Newark
State's alumni. The five foreign
students on campus were introduced to the student body. They
are Carmen Gorostiaga, a junior;
Avedis Ayvazian, sophomore;
Mona Gabrielson, a special junior student from Sweden; Grace

Oniremu, freshman, from Ni geria; and Samson Kubai, fresh man, from Kenya.
In hi s address , pre s ident Wil kins sta ted tha t th e Supre m e
Court ruling doe s not m ean that
t eacher s
should a b andon the
spiritu al
in
the clas sr oom.
Rathe r, ·' It shoul d be tak e n a s a s
dedication to see that God comes
into our classrooms , not through
trite denominational ritual, but
through the exemplary life of each
of u s. What does this mean to the
individuals? To explain his point,
President Wilkins quoted Emily's
closing speech from Thornton
Wilder's "Our Town", in which
she says, "Do any human beings
ever realize life while they live
it?" "If we can pass on to our
students
the keen love and
appreciation and compassion exemplified m this pas sage , '' he
concluded, then we have begun to
make God live in ou r classrooms."
The ceremony ended with the
reading of the Dean's List.

.

NSC Receives
Frosh Seminars AEC Grant

~~~.~~~F~s!m
~~!., For Equipment

Series, sponsored by the College
Center Board, will begin on
Thursday, September 26 . Dr.
Louis E . Raths, Distinguished
Service Professor and Coordinator of College Curriculum and
Instruction, will be the first
speaker. His topic is "Some Im portant Needs of Children."
On October 7, Dr. William P.
Angers will discuss "Maturity:
What Is the Normal Person."
Dr. Angers is in charge of the
counseling services at the college .
Three other lecturers have
also been slated. On November 4,
Dr. Howard F. Didsbury, Jr .
will speak; his topic has not yet
been chosen. Ors. Fink and Vogel
have also agreed to speak, but
dates have not been set.
The Seminars are offered to
acquaint the Freshman with some
of the ideas they will be hearing
and discussing in their four years
at Newark State. They are open
to all members of the college.
All lectures in the Freshman
Seminar Series are held at 7: 30
P.M. in the Sloan Lunge of the
College Center. Coffee and dis cussion will follow.

Newark State College, Union,
has received a $10, 000 g rant from
the Atomic Energy Commission
to purchase equipment to be used
in radioisotope technology edu cation, Dr. Eugene G. Wilkins,
president of the college, announces.
The equipment to be purchased
includes such items as Geige r
training systems , isotope analysis kits, radio chemicals and
other radioisot opes, as well as
counte r s, meters, lead bricks,
and
other
necessary paraphernalia.
All students, not just majors
in secondary school science education, will benefit education ally
from the equipment. Students in
introductory biology and physics
courses, taken by all non- science majors, will perform radioisotope experiments.
At present courses in science
at Newark State are on an undergraduate level and do not include
offerings in nuclear and radiation
studies. However, cur ricu lum
expansion is a virtual cert ainty
and the equipment is expe cted
to be p sed to a n even g r e ater
exten t in the future.
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Violence as a Way of Life
Each age has had its own way of life. Hedonism
might be said to have set the tone for Roman society
before its fall; the Puritan ethic dominated much of
Seventeenth Century England; eminent victorians ensconsed themselves in their artificial, long weekend world and did their utmost to resist dislodgement.
For many years the United States was characterized
by freedom, justice, opportunity, and equality. Even if
many citizens did not live by these values they at least
paid them a certain reverence.
Today_, however, we are witnessing a change in the
American ethos. Americans have come face to face
with the problem of having to live by the standards in
which they have always claimed belief. At last the
theo,retical, the idealistic has been confronted by the
need for practical application. Americans have been
forced to realize that lip service to tradition will no
longer suffice.
The question now before us is; Will the traditional
values of our country withstand this test? This is, indeed, a time of testing. It is the time of birth for a
new age, a new national character. If the old values
survive, we can for see, perhaps, the development of the
first truly democratic society. Should they fail to survive, and there is strong reason to believe they might,
our new age could well see the adoption of violence as
our way of life.
Many people throughout our land are rejecting
the values of our forefathers. The trend seems to be
toward riots, bombing, attacks, hosings, cross burning,
sundry mob activities and other forms of violence.
This is true of citizens both white and black. How long
will it be before the non-violent picket becomes completely obsolete?
The new age is upon us and what form it will take
depends upon our activities and actions now. Whether
violence or our traditional values made manifest shall
be its hallmark is still a matter of conjecture. But
what we want to say is this: If we abridge or alter, or
make exceptions, if we say freedom for some but not
pthers, democracy in this country has had it. If we
abridge or alter, or make exceptions, it will require
violence to enforce these revisions.
Many feel that the problem of racial prejudice and
discrimination has come to its head in this country .
Certainly the events of the past two years would indicate
that the white supremists will retreat no further and that
the negro is determined to continue his advance. In
short the showdown is immenent.
Thus the character of our new age is about to be
formed. Times of national crisis have often brought
dictatorships, restrictions, civil war, repression of
freedom--Violence. If this is what we want, we can have
it. At times of transition such as ours, choices are
offered. Let us take every conceivable step to make
certain that our choice is really the one with which we
want to live.

Theory vs Results
By now, no doubt, most of the students who spend
any time on campus after class hours are well aware
of the new administration policy concerning parking.
In theory, the policy is both feasible and logical; so
many things look so good on paper. No one, student,
faculty or staff, is allowed to park his car in the area
surrounding the College Center or Library. This is
described as a security measure to protect the buildings. The absence of automobiles affords an unobstructed view of the area.
This is all very well. It will undoubtedly prevent window- smashings and bombings but just how much
will it do for the students?
Girls living in the dormitory must walk across
the campus, often alone. Not only is it a great inconvenience, but the walk is a dark, solitary one. It
is unfortunate that thy are not allowed to be driven to
the residence hall, at least until the proposed dorm
road is completed.
Furthermore, people who must bring materials to
the College Center must now carry their packages to
the building. These packages are frequently quite
heavy and pose great difficulties for the person making
the delivery.
We might also point out that, since there is no
ruling insisting that cars already parked in the restricted area be moved at four p.m.,, the view of the
buildings remains somewhat obstructed.
There seems little likelihood of the rule being
abolished even though its impracticality has already
begun to show itself.
Nevertheless, we feel obliged to suggest that the
system used last year be adopted again. Not only did it
look nice on paper, it worked well in actual practice.
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Council Comments Higher Education Needs
Duty and Responsibility Studied by State Colleges
by Robert Conway

The student body welcomes the
class of 1967 as members of
Newark State College. I am sure
they will be of great credit and
service to the college.
Student Organization should be
the concern of all members of the
student body. Each student is a
voting member of the student
organization. This voting power
comes to the student when he pays
his student activities fee. Every
student should exercise his right
to vote on all pertinent issues
that confront the student body.
During the course of the year,
there will be some issues on
which the student body vote. They
will be of importance and will
pertain to the entire student popul a tion . Keep in mind that it is both
your duty and responsibility to
voice your opinion and decision
in the form of a vote.
Freshmen are not the only students who need enlightening although they are in most need because they are new to the college environment. Any and all
information about student organization should be known by the
studehts on this campus.
All students do not have a vote
on Student Council. Each year
representatives are elected from
each class to represent the entire
student body. This is one of the
times
when
students should
exercise their voting power. Get
to know your representatives because it is through them that
many o f your opinions will be
voiced at council meeting.
The various officers of the
Student Organization and the
classes were elected by the student body to perform various
duties. The only way they can
find out what your opinions and
feelings are on certain m atte rs
is by your contacting them. The
Student
Organization officers
are: Robert Conway, President;
Paul Minarchenko,
Vice - president; Diane Monaco, Secretary;
Barbara Cooper, Assistant Secretary; Stella LaSalvia, Treasurer; Pam Myers, Assistant
Treasurer.
The
class presidents are: Ellen Maher, 1964;
Tony Martino, 1965; Al Record,
1966. The class of 1967willelect
its officers in the early part of
November. Feel free to contact
these people whenever the need
arises.

The needs of higher education
in New Jersey are presently
being placed before the public
by the six state colleges, Rutgers University, and Newark College of Engineering.
At a meeting held on September
1 7 at the Princeton Inn, the presidents of the eight colleges met
with the State Commissioner of
Education. It was decided that
the public had to be informed
of the problems facing the institutions of higher learning in
the state. It is projected that by
1970 all the colleges in the state
will have to ~ouble their enrollment, in order to accommodate
all those who will be seeking
places in the schools . This projection is predicated on the supposition that funds will be available for expansion.
A college Opportunity Committee has been formed to aid
in the program. Dr. Eugene G.
Wilkins, president of Newark
State and treasurer of the committee, stated that they have been
receiving private donations from
faculty, students alumni, staff,
and friends of New Jersey's colleges. This money is being used
to print materials which outline
the problems.
Thus far, three articles have
been published . The first is a
pamphlet entitled "Can We Go to
College In New Jersey?" It gives
the enrollment of all the private
and state schools in 1961, as
well as their projected 1970 enrollment. It is pointed out that
by 1964 the state schools will
have increased their student enrollment by 133% since 1957.
It is further estimated that by
1964, 64% of all secondary school
graduates will go to colleges in
their own state, a rise of 21%
over 1957 .
The second item is a reprint
of the Newark Sunday News
article of August 18, 1963, which
was a summation of all that was
done under the terms of the 1959
bond issue, as well as changes
already made and those contemplated for the future.
The committee also has prepared a resume of the curricular
offerings of the state colleges.
This pamphlet lists the admission
requirements and a statement of
accreditation.

At the present time, Newark
State has an enrollment of 2008
students. Next year, this figure
will rise to 2200 students. President Wilkins stated that the
additional students will be accommodated in roughly the s a me
space being used now. The completion of the laboratory school
will a llow rooms presently used
for clinical purposes to be returned to class use. Faculty
offices will also be moved to the
new building, freeing more space.
A committee has been formed
to study adjustments which will
be necessitated by the increased
number of students. Dr . Louis
E. Raths, coordinator of College
Curriculum
and
Instruction, is working with Mr.
Wesley P. Daniels in this connection. Some suggestions which
have been made are the following:
classes to begin at 8:00 A.M.
a nd run to approximately 4:50
P .M.; 7 5 minute periods (three
credit courses would meet twice
a week under such a set-up).;
Saturday c l asses .
The problems which face the
college with an enrollment of
2200 will be greatly increased,
by a doubling of the number of
students.
President
Wilkins
stated that it is hoped that all
the people presently connected
with the state colleges will "aid
in the promulgation of the needs
of higher education.

Foreign Students
(C ontinued from Page 1)
Church of Monmouth County ar ranged for him to attend Raritan
Township High School, Hazlet,
in his senior year.
Graduating in June, he took a
s ummer position at Seafarer's
Intern a tional Union, Brooklyn,
New York, affiliated with the
AFL-CIO. Since he is interested
in labor relations, he found it to
be a valuable experience.
At Newark State, Samson will
learn the problems a nd techniques of publi c education, expected to be a major concern
of Kenyan politica l leaders in
the next decade.
After earning his degree, he
will return to Kenya where he
hopes to become active in the
Parliament.

International Students Return

Realistic Peace Corp View
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-"In most of the world, it's six
o'clock in the morning--and it's
dead,'' Dave Pearson said.
"When the Peace Corps Volunteer moves from a highly mobile
society into a sleepy, dawning
world where progress is slow and
sometimes feared, he must adapt
rapidly if he is to be successful.''
Pearson, a Peace Corps information officer, s a id it has been
this
challenge--and
not the
stereotyped dangers of mud huts,
savage
natives,
and
wild
animals--that has created the
most problems for Volunteers in
the field.
During the first two years of
Peace Corps operation, Volunteers had few complaints about
living and working conditions. Indeed, many governments went out
of their way to see that Corpsmen had adequate living conditions.
But over and over, field representatives heard stories of
!onliness, boredom and solitude.
In many areas, Volunteers were
the only people with an advanced
education, or even with the ability
to read and write.
Almost all Volunteers managed
to succeed in spite of these problems, however, and in many cases
they reported that for the first
times in their lives they were
learning to "really live. " •
"I had been exposed to an education,'' Volunteer Ralph Gilman,
working on a Ghana project, said.
"But I began to feel I'd had
enough of second-hand knowledge
which had been picked over for
my
consumption.
Now
was

the time to learn directly from
people struggling in life."
"We tend to become so involved with out fraternities, our
jobs, our competiion for an education, and our courtship system,
that we forget to ask: to what
end? After asking myself these
questions, I concluded that I
hadn't found all the answers in
school.
"And so I came to Ghana-not because I feel sorry that
others are not like me, and not
out of sloppy, superior pity-but because they asked and I am
able to help.''
Volunteers such as Gilman,
with the ability to see lo ng-range
purposes
behind
short-term
Peace Corps project s, a re needed
if the Peace Corps is to become
a
significant, permanent for
world
improvement, Pearson
said.
"Peace Corps service is not
glamorous,'' he said in a CPS
interview . "We've never said it
was. It's hard, and tiring, and
sometimes discour a ging.
'' And so the question before us
is: now that the newspapers,
interviewing returning Volunteers, have made it clear that
boredom and apathy go hand-inhand with excitement and progress in the Corps, will young·
Americans still be willing to take
up the burden?"
The answer, Peace Corps officials believe, can be found in the
American student community.
''The Coprs has no corner on the
idea market,'' Pearson emphasized .

Returning this fall for her
junior year, Carmen Gorostiaga,
22, of Torreon, Mexico, will continue as a science major in
secondary education. She at tended a convent school and the
American school at Torreon.
Carmen entered Newark State in
1961 after being awarded a oneyear scholarship a rranged by the
Institute of International E ducation, New York City. After completing her education, she will return to Mexico to teach.
Avedis
Ayvazian,
30,
an
Armenian from Cairo, Egypt, returns for his second year in the
science education curriculum . He
received his education at St.
George's College, a secondary
school in Egypt. After working
eight years, he applied for and
received a Student Organization
s cholarship at Newark State.
After graduation, Avedis hopes to
qualify for American citizenship
and te ach biology here.
Two new international students, Mona Gabrielson, 19, of
Malmo C. Sweden, a junior, and
Grace Oniremu, 20 of Oro Ago,
Northe rn Nigeria, a freshman,
will be living on campus this year.
Three other international students have attended Newark State.
Zuleika
Mussi
of
Brazil
studied English for the fall
semester of 1960. She returned
home in January, 1961, because
of illness.
Milca Mayoraz, an English
major from Argentina, graduated
last June a fter three years of
study.
Irene Cruz of Brazil studied
English at the college last year
and then returned to Rio de
Janeiro.

•
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Met Star
"Summer of Our Discontent"
Donates Music
by Peggie Maher

Helen Jepson, former Metropolitan Opera prima donna, donated her music library to Newark State College, Union, yesterday at 9 a.m.
On hand to receive the gift
were Dr. Eugene G . Wilkins,
president of the college; Dr.
George W. Gens, director of
Speech and Hearing Services at
the college and Miss Jepson' s
mentor in her present-day career
in speech therapy, andProfessor
Jack E. Platt, chairman of the
college's Music Department.
Miss Jepson' s collection consists of more than 30 operatic
scores: plus many albums and
great quantities of sheet music
of "lieder" of art songs, American
ballads,
f o 1k
songs,
operettas, even Broadway musicals up to the present day.
Although Miss Jepson has
never
taken the trouble to
estimate the financial worth of
her collection, she feels that it is
probably is worth a great deal.
Operatic scores, for instance,
co st about $15 each, she points
out. Also, the fact that many of
Miss Jepson' s scores are marked
with stage directions by Mary
Garden,
Queena Mario (with
whom Miss Jepson studied as a
young singer), and other operatic
greats enhance their value in the
eyes of many persons.
Many of the albums and pieces
of sheet music are hard on the
market today a nd some are quite
rare as a result of destruction
in Europe during World War II.
Why did Miss Jepson donate
her collection to Newark State
College?
"I'd like to enjoy knowing that
my music is being used now,''
she says . "The music would have
given me no pleasure if it sat
in my home until Ipassedaway."
She rejected her alma mater,
Curtis Institute of Music , Philadelphia, as a possible recipient
because "They already have a
very g ood musical library."
While studying speech therapy a t
Newark State, she became quite
interested in the college , particularly after she learned that a
major course of study in musi c
is being planned.
The collection will be valuable
to the college, not only for exhibition purposes, but for such
practical uses as research and
study by both faculty and students. Students will be able to
borrow score s , albums, and sheet
(Continued on Page 5)

The chronicle of man's inhumanity to man added a new
chapter during the summer of
1963. It was titled Birmingham. The chapter was illustrated,
too: snarling dogs; a group of
teenagers caught in a narrow
alley between streams of water
from fire hoses at either end of
the opening; and, of course,
"Bull" Connor and George C.
Wallace.
The thesis of this chapter was
that the Negro had to be squelched
once and for all. Unfortunately
for the authors of the chapter,
the Negro people of the United
States would not accept the thesis
and threw it out as invalid.
In what one leader termed
''the summer of our discontent,''
all the efforts to enforce integration rulings, to gain access
to better jobs and housing, and
to become full citizens of this
nation through the exercise of
their civil rights, all the local
efforts were fused into one
nation-wide drive. In both the
north and the south, demonstrations and marathon negotiation
sessions with civil leaders were
the order of the day.
Throughout
the
summer,
names well-known became more
well-known. Lesser figures were
lesser no longer . The Reverend
Dr. Martin Luther King remained
at the forefront of the action.
Roy Wilkins of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored people, although falling
out of favor with some, maintained a position of leadership.
James Farmer, national director
of
the
Congress of Racial
Equality, bounced in an out of
j a ils all through the south. The
Student Non - violent Coordinating Committee (abbreviated to
SNCC and pronounced snick)
walked-in, sat-in and knelt-in
from Virginia to Alab ama. And
the Black Muslims seemed to
grow in import ance.

Muslim Movement Explained
The Black Muslim movement
needs a bit of explanation . Unde r
the direction of the Honorable
Mahummed Elij ah, the Muslims are making plans for the
d ay when they will set up their
own kingdom. They believe that
at some future date, it will be
revealed to them where their
land is waiting for them.
The spokesman for the Honor able Elijah is Minister Malcolm
X. According to Minister Malcolm, the white race is doomed

~!TA
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Nathan Greed says: "If they really want a job so much, what are they
doing here?"

to extinction. Even at the present time , taken on a worldwide basis, they are a minority
group in terms of numbers. The
vital force of the black races,
therefore, should not be tied to
something which is dying.
In order to fit •themselves for
the new kingdo'm, the Negroes
are exhorted to abandon the ways
of the white man. They must
take new names, as the names
they now bear are names given
to them by whites. Many have
adopted either a single letter for
a last name, or have taken Arabic
names. Malcolm X's wife, for
example, is named Shabaz. They
are told that adultery, drunkenness, and evil in general are
the things that belong to the white
race. The Negro, in trying to be
accepted in the white society,
adopts all these characteristics,
and then is critic ized for them.
The Muslims, in some areas ,
maintain schools where their

NSC Offers New
Guidance Workshop
Guidance of educationally-disadvantaged youth will be the subject matter of a workshop starting today at the Newark Public
Library.
The workshop is offered for
credit by the Graduate Division
of Newark State C ollege, Union.
Part of the college ' s field service program, it was requested
by the Newark Citizens Planning
Committee, a group of lay and
professional
people
coordinating a project to expand opp ortunities for the youth in Newark's south side .
Three hours of graduate credit
are offered for successful com pletion
of the one-semester
workshop, which is beamed at
guidance personnel, teachers,
school administrators, social
workers, group le aders, and
community workers . Partici p a nts will meet a t the public
library Wednesdays from 7 to
9 : 30 p.m.
Workshop content will include:
The special culture of educationa lly and socia lly disadvantaged
groups, problems and methods
of identification, a critical examination of existing programs
in this area, implications for the
school guidance program and
curriculum, a re-examinatio n of
the nature of education and educational
counseling for disadvantaged youth, and the interpretation of the guidance program
to other youth-serving personnel
and the community .
Workshop
participants will
hear experts on various aspects
of the problem, then will have
the opportunity to enter into discussion with them.
Workshop coordinators are
Mr. Israel Tumin, guidance director of Newark's South Side
High School and a member of
the adjunct faculty of Newark
State, and Dr. Charles W. Mc
Cracken, professor in the Education Department of the college .
The coordinators will draw
upon the following consultants for
assistance:
Dr. Harry C. Bredemeier, director of the Fellowship Program, Urban Studies Center, Rutgers University; Mr. Samuel
Convissor, chairman of the Newark Citizens Planning Committee
and administrative assistant to
Newark's Mayor Hugh J. Addonizio; Mr. Gilbert L. Hunsinger,
executive director of the Council of Social Agencies of Newark, Irvington, Belleville, and
West Hudson; Dr. Arnold Kallen,
director of the Essex County
Mental Hygiene Clinic; Mr. Fred
Landolphi, principal of South Side
High School; Mr. Simeon Moss,
coordinator of the Youth Career
Development Center,
Newark;
Mr. Saul Pilnick, executive director of the Essex Fields Group
Rehabilitation Center, and Dr.
Melvin Tumin, professor of sociology at Princeton University.

children l earn Arabic and studythe
Koran . They tell girls they should
not wear cosmetics, that na tural
beauty is enough. Certain dietary
laws have been instituted, comparable to those followed by the
Islamic muslims.
Most negroes reject the Black
Muslims
because
of
their
separatist, segregationist ideology. Integration is the right
answer, they believe, and a notion
of supremacy, whether black or
white, is something to be avoided.

How It A 11 Started

Caswell Opens
College Year
Four college years is not
enough time in whi ch to prepare
a beginning teacher, Dr. Hollis
L. Caswell, president emeritus
of Teachers College, Columbia
University, told the combined
faculties of New Jersey's six
state colleges on September 4,
at Newark State College, Union.
"There should be immediate
general acceptance throughout
our
country of a five year
standard
of preparation for
teachers,'
Dr.
Caswell told
members of the combined faculties, which total 1,104.
Dr . Frederick M. Raubinger,
New Jersey Commissioner of
Education,
called the annual
meeting which officially opened
the new college year for the six
colleges, Glassboro State, Jersey City State, Montclair State,
Newark State, Paterson State,
and Trenton State.

The events of this summer,
roots of which can be traced back
at least to the" Montgomery bus
boycott of 1956 and a variety o f
other causes, began in May. In
the l ast week of that month, President John F. Kennedy discussed
racial
problems
with
two
separate groups. The first was
a meeting with a large number of
owners and managers of stores,
Dr. Raubinger told the prorestaurants,
etc. to discuss fessors that "We should do
''equal access to publicly used
everything possible to keep stufacilities and Negro job opdents in college once they have
portunities." Attorney General
been admitted." He pointed out
Robert F. Kennedy continued his
that selective admission proown series of meeting with the
cedures at each of the state colheads of retail chains with stores
leges insure that the great m ain the South. His aim: "to press
jority of students have high pofor
swift,
voluntary
antitential for teaching .
discrimination moves on a broad
Dr. Laura Zirbes, profes sor
front'', (See Herald Tribune,
emerita of Ohio State Uni "Forum" Section, Sunday, June
versity, also spoke. Dr. Zir2, 1963) At the same time it bes, 80 and affectionately known
was rumored that President Kenas ''the first lady of American
nedy was formulating a civil right
education,'' told the professors
nedy was formulating a civil
'' As teachers our stewardship
rights bill for presentation to the
is an honorable trust for the
Congress.
future of America.''
In
that
week, the racial
''trouble spots'' were five in
and the enforcement of the 1954
number: Memphis, Tennessee,
Supreme Court decision.
Jackson, Mississippi, Tallahas Both these activities involve
see,
Florida,
Phila delphia,
danger - real, physical danger.
Pennsylvania .
And Medgar W.
James Meredith was caught in
Evers, was arrested in Jackson
the middle of one disaster last
for picketing.
fall when · he was the first Negro
June came, and with it more
to be enrolled in "Ole Miss."
trouble. Governor Wallace made
Before it was over two men,
his attempt to stop integration at
including
a
foreign corres the University of Alabama. Despondent, were dead, a nd untold
pite his bold, brave words, he
numbers were injured. James
backed down in the face of Federal
Hood and Vivian Malone met the
troops sent to enforce the intesame sort of reception a t the Uni - _
gration ruling.
versity of Alabama. Theii;- inOn June 12, shortly before midtegration efforts had the added
night Medgar W. Evers was shot
fillip of the presence of ~hat
in the back as he left a car outstalwart
citizen,
Governor
side his home. He died less than
George C. Wallace.
an hour later. His murderer was
one Byron de la Beckwith, a
In the North, beginning with the
member of the White Citizens
demonstrations inNewYorkCity,
Council and a confirmed segrediscrimination in hiring was the
g ationist . His brother, Charles,
first target. It was a lleged that
took over Evers' duties of the
the building trades unions (plumpost of Field Secretary of the
bers, masons, carpenters, etc.)
N.A.A.C.P., a nd Medgar Evers
would not a llow· Negroes into the
became a martyr to the cuase
apprentice programs. It would
of total Negro emancipation.
seem that this claim was justiEvers' funer al on June 16
fied: two unions, with a total
saw the most massive group of
membership of 6,500 members,
mourners in its history: 5,000 in
had not one Negroe or Puerto
a ll. At one point, a group of young
Ric an in its ranks. While it is
people tried to rush the police
true that many Negroes and
patrolling the streets . John Doar,
Puerto Ric ans cannot qualify
an a ide to Assistant Attorney
for such programs, due to facGeneral Burke Marshall, quieted
tors too complex to go into here,
them finally, stepping into a "no
it is inconcievable that in the
man's land" between the tense
entire city there was not one
young people and even more tense
non-white who could qualify.
police.
The second target was the
schools.
The
"neighborhood
What Is Involved?
school" concept, so long a part
All the factors which combine
of the American educational picto make the points of tension in
tures came in for a great deal
the Negro dirve for equal rights
of criticism. Due to housing probcannot be named. The major
lems, with non-whites being conissues, however, can be identifined usually to one part of town,
fied.
led to a racial imbalance. Some
In the South, the major probschools were 98% Negro, while
lems revolve around schools and
other were 98% white. A solution
civil rights. In the North, schools
to this problem will be diffiare an issue, but this issue is
cult, since no solution is possitied to the more complex probble under the present "neighborlems of housing and job ophood" set-up and the transportportunity.
ing of pupils from one district
In several southern states, less
to another is costly, time-conthan 10% of the Negroes of votsuming, a nd inefficient.
ing age actually use the privilege.
It is easy to get down the
Most are not registered, and for
issues, but much more difficult
good reason--they have been
to come up with an a nswer to
heartily "disco uraged " by their
the problem .
white neighbors. The '' separate
but equal" schools have been
The American Dream
discovered to be unequal by the
There are several striking asvery nature of their separatepect s that should have occurred
ness.
to anyone cognizant of what was
As a result of these inequaligoing on all summer. First was
ties, concerted efforts have been
made in the area of voter registry
(Continued on Page 4)
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Council Cuts
Most Budgets

Focus:

NSC Librarian Visits Russia
by Sharon Cooper
A unique visit to the Soviet
Union was made this summer
by Dr . Otto Milo, Catalogue
Librarian of Newark State College. After conducting some personal business in Germany and
Yugoslavia,
Dr .
Milo spent
seventeen days in the USSR.
Travelling as a lone Ameri c an
tourist , he divided his time between Mos cow, Leningrad, and
Kiev .
His fluen cy in the Russ i an
Language was one as s et that
helped Dr. Milo to qui c kly establish a rapport with the people
he met. ' ' The Russian people are
anxious to learn the ways of the
United States, " stated Dr . Milo,
'' but the Russian people are very
obviously misinformed.''
One afternoon during his two
day stay in Kiev, Dr. Milo spoke
with two East German students
from the University. " The students were completely misinformed,'' stated Dr. Milo . They
claimed that Russia wants pea ce,
but President Kennedy wants war.
The students expressed pity for
the United States people, because
they felt that President Kennedy
was causing all of the difficulties that arise in the Cold War.
They seem to hav e no perspective
of history, except in the light of
that which is passed on from Moscow ."
When in Moscow, Dr. Milo
would begin his day by wandering through the park near his
hotel. The people noticed him
immediately because of his Western clothing. "The children are
very sweet and immediately spot
a foreigner,•' ventured Dr. Milo.
" At first I did not understand

their ways . Two or three children would approach me and stand
close by, rocking back and forth
on their heels, clutching a small
item in their hands. It seems they
wished to exchange austronaut
medal ' s - replicas of their Russian heroes - for three American
articles. They first asked for
chewing gum, and I felt terrible
that I had brought none with me.
The next item asked for was a
ball point pen; I gave away many
during my stay. If I had neither,
they asked for American cigarettes, but I would not give cigarettes to a child!"
Impressed by the clean cities
and the excellent transportation
systems, Dr . Milo claimed, "It
is quite a s hock to enter a subway with marble walls and sculptures. "
In Moscow and Leningrad there
were no slums, and the '' cholera
section" of Kiev has been torn
down. The housing is modern;
and the people live in large apartment
buildings,
sharing
a
common kitchen. He conjectured,
"The sad aspect of this situation
is that you could never have privacy if you wished to cook a
meal with your girlfriend.
'' Food prices are c o mparable
t o the United States," claimed
Dr. Milo, "but the clothing is
very expensive and the Russian
people are poorly dressed.''
" Even though their standard of
living is lower than the United
States, the Russian people are
excellent patrons of the arts,'•
stated Dr. Milo. "At every performance of the ballet, opera, and
drama the theatres wer packed.

"Summer of Our Discontent"
(Continued from Page 3)
the tenacious hold of the Negro
people to their belief in the
"American Dream"." l believe
in America - Do you" read one
placard in a picket line, and it
was a good question. The United
States is supposed to be the land
of opportunity, and has proven
herself so to many immigrants
and native sons. But the opportunity for too long has dangled
out of the reach of the Negro
citizen.
Many people - too many believe that all the Negro has
to do is "improve himself" and
everything will come to him. Unfortunately, that just is not true.
Negro educators with several degrees have a problem finding
lodging in Union County. Dark skinned ambassadors have difficulty finding a barber in Washington, D.C. Yet through all this is
the idea that "We shall overcome" that "the whiteman is
getting better, and will continue
to get better''. Martin Luther
King can still plead for tolarance,
for love, and be listened to .
A second interesting point is
the "unity through diversity" of
the movement. Despite differences of opinion, there was a
cohesion or fusion of ideas. From
the wealthiest to the poorest all
joined. Comedian Dick Gregory
spent as much time in jail a s he
did in public appearances. Other
enterta iners joined in, also.
Their partic ipation was re a l, not
just an encouraging p a t on the
head. A p a rtial list would include James Baldwin, Odetta ,
Ha rry Bela fonte, Lena Horne,
Ralph Bunche, and there a re a
score who are not named.

White Participation
There was also a gre a t deal
of coopera tion from whites . The
number of white picketers was
quite sizeable. CORE numbers in
its r a nk s many white members,
a s do s e v era l other organi za tions. To me, a t le a st, it seemed
the re- a ffirma tion of the ide a
tha t we a re a ll parts of one whole,
a nd what affects a n indivi dua l
affects a group.
There is something inspiring

about a mass demonstration. The
sight of 200 men, women, and
children sitting curb to curb from
one end of a block to other is a
truly moving experience . Here
are people who believe in something,
and
who are openly
demonstrating that belief.
Critics may talk of the number
of young children who didn't
really understandwhat was going
on, but that is like the old cliche
of not being able to see the
forest for the trees. The majority of the demonstrators at the
Union County Courthouse Annex
know why they were there. I
talked to a woman and her sixteen year old son, Ronnie. Both
were sure that their presence
would advance the cause of Negro
equality. Both felt that what they
were doing, was right, because
it was the only course left to
them.
The summer culminated with
the March for Jobs and Freedom
on August 28. A crowd expected
to number 100,000 in July materialized into 200,000 on the day
of the March. Despite the number
of people, the heat, and all the
other things which could have
been dangers, it went off without
incident.

...

~

Personal Reactions

Miss Henrietta Blatt, a senior
history maj o r, was o ne of the
March. Following is her description of and reaction to the day .
' ' The March on Washington was
a day unforgetta ble to tho se who
were there and a refreshing
public awakening to the fa c t that
the American Civil Rights Revolution is finally ga ining momentum .
' ' As the veil o f night lift e d,
the summer sun shone o n a continuo us
stream
of
people,
virtua lly pouring into the nation's c a pitol. Small c hildren a nd
adults peered from windows a nd
stood on sidewalks, wa ving at the
people a rriv ing in bu ses. Others
c am e by r a ilroa d, a irpla n e , a nd
priva te c a r from all ov er the
n a tion,
t otaling- over 200,000.
(C o ntinued on P a ge 5)

Misrepresentation

Dr. Otto H. Milo
The theat-r es are first class and
a fantastic amount of money is
spent on state costumes . The
most expensive seats sold for
$3.50 and were usually sold out
very quickly."
He felt that Russian performances of the opera could not
compa re to the United States.
''But
dramatic performances
were of a very high calibre comparable to Paris theatre,"
claimed Dr. Milo.
During his nine day stay in
Moscow, Dr. Milo attendedMayakowski' s
The
Older Sister,
Tchaikovsky's Queen of Spades,
Mozart's Marriage of Figaro,
Tolstoi's Anna Karenina; and at
the Art's Theatre viewed the production of Princess Turandot.
' 'The Turandot production was
excellent drama," stated Dr.
Milo, '' so very interesting, because it is usually done as an
opera. ''
During his Leningrad visit, Dr.
Milo went to the Kirov Opera
House and witnessed the ballets
Giselle and From the Shores of
My Home choreographed by a
new Russian choreographer.
For six days Dr. Milo wandered
through Leningrad and visited
Pavlov's great palaces where in
the Fortress the early Bolshivek' s had been jailed. '' Along
Nevsky Prospect there is a
cloister, where among those
hurried in its cemetery are the
great musicians Tschaikovsky,
Korsikov and Rubenstein.'•
''Everywhere you go there are
relics of Lenin in the city,"
claimed Dr. Milo. The Academy
of Sciences was once located in
Leningrad but was moved to Moscow, "the city where all has to
be first class to correspond with
the Soviet political philosophy."
Dr. Milo's greatest impressions were of the Kremlin and
the home of Tolstoi, where all
internal relics and the garden
have
been
preserved.
Our
wandering ambassador feels, "If
only the Soviet people could come
to the United States, they might
not accept what has been the
propaganda for too many years.
The people are too content, and
accept the low level on which they
live their daily lives.•'

In the annals of political confle et
one
inevitably
finds
examples of misrepresentation.
One such example is a "report"
in National Review on the recent
Young Republican National Federation convention by a certain
M. Stanton Evans. In his tale
Mr . Evans
creates the impression that the supporters of
YRNF candidate Charles McDevitt and CSC Candidate Ward
White were the "liberals" and
that the supparters of their opponents were the ' ' c onservatives"; in other words, that the
McDevitt-Lukens
and WhiteDi c kson contests were "liberalconservative ' · clashes.
Nothing could be further from
the truth : as the highly respected
conservative columnist Raymond
Moley confirms, the contests at
San Francisco were contests among conservatives. They had
nothing to do with the liberalconservative split disrupting the
senior organization. Statements
to the contrary were just tactics to gain more votes. In fact
the majority of people in both
camps were Goldwater supporters .
Mr. Evans, who is an old
member of the syndicate - the
YRNF faction which he whitewashes in his article, uses such
phrases as the "liberal" or the
"New York" supported McDevitt
team in his effort to misrepresent the McDevitt and White
partisans. He forgets to mention ,
however , that New York was only
a small segment of the McDevitt
forces - forces which included
staunch
conservative strongholds. And, of course, Mr . Evans
doesn't mention that Texas, which
voted for McDevitt, was instructed to back the candidate
'' closest to Goldwater in philosophy and belief.''
What makes this' 'liberal-conservative'' clash myth even more
unbelievable
is the political
stance of the candidate supported
by the so-called "liberals,"
Chuck McDevitt. Well-known in
his native state of Idaho as a
Goldwater supporter, Mr. McDevitt is so conservative that as
a state legislator he supported
and moved the "states' rights"
amendments to the U.S. Constitution - the same amendments
that Chief Justice Warren has
so strongly attacked.
We cannot help but to question
the journalistic habits employed
in this story which pretends to
relate ''what really happened at
San Francisco." The "guilt by
association" technique employed
by Mr. Evans in his "report"
is something certain Young Republicans should avoid in the
future . That technique has no
place in a party which repudiates
the prin ciple that the end justifies the means.

A Funny Thing Happened
On Campus This Week

As its first business procedure
at a meeting held on September
20 , Student Council brought up
the problem of the parking situation. A new ruling, which makes
all parking around the College
Center area after 4:30, illegal,
brought greatest comment. It was
pointed out that this creates numerous difficulties for the Resident students. A committee, to
be chaired by Richie Meiman,
was formed to study the problem
and to draw up a petition recommending that parking be permitted in the now restricted area,
after 4:30 .
Following this, the annual
budgets for all campus organizations were brought before
Council for consideration.
The budget for for all of the
classes were clearly passed with
little discussion.
The budget of the Campus Committee was cut to $50 . It was
pointed out that this committee
should be engaging in activities
which do not require a large
budget. It was suggested by Council that the Campus Committee
take, as a major project for the
year, the problem of keeping the
Snack Bar and Hex Room clean.
Council
President ,
R.cbert
Conway then requested that Council consider its own budget. The
original request for $4,000 had
been cut to$3,000 and this amount
was appropriated as operating
expenses for the year. Conway
points out that a separate budget
for Student Council Projects
would come up for consideration
later .
The College Center Board was
granted
an appropriation of
$8,060. It was understood that
this was to be in addition to the
$500 advanced to the organization at last week's meeting .
After some discussion, the
Collegiate Council was given $220.
Because of the hour, the meeting was adjourned with the understanding that the discussion of the
remaining budgets to be considered would continue next week.

The following memo is from
Dr. Herbert Samenfeld,
Dean of Students:
Most of our students look
very well groomed and are
a credit to Newark State
College. We have tried to
write our policy on dress in
a concise manner so that
all students could be well
informed. Unfortunately, a
few important words were
omitted from the second
paragraph of the statement
on pages seventeen and
eighteen in the student
handbook. The corrected
second paragraph reads as
follows:
Women will not wear
slacks or shorts and men
will not wear shorts on
campus at any time before
4 : 30. They may not be wo rn
in cla ss or in Townsend
Hall at any time. Students
inappropria tely
attired
may be denied a dmittance
to the campus.

Sign Up For

Intramural Tennis

In Gym Lobby

Dr. Do:iald Raichle "Not only doesthishavetohappen, but someone has to be around to record it for posterity."
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"Summer of Our Discontent"
(Continued from Page 4)
Some were dignitaries, church
leaders, and leaders of the move ment, some were movie stars.
Most were just "we the people",
aroused by the historically echoing call for equality of opportunity, for freedom, and for justice.
• 'The initial awe a t arriving in Washington, the m ajority
seeing their capitol for the first
time, mellowed into a quiet determination and dignity and a
humble pride as the hours passed.
For these were people with a
purpose, a common unity, and
organized at last. The success of
the demonstration seemed assured to many of the participants , right
from the start.
Others, worried at first about
the possibility of hecklers, Communists and Nazis, gradually
grew more relaxed, knowing the
militia and washington police
were standing by, keeping a
watchful eye and (fortuna tely)
having little to do. Indeed, the
atmosphere seemed a lmost like a
national family day, when some
of the brothers and sisters of
this great l a nd reunited to further
the efforts to come to grips with
a grave dilemma.
"By
about
10:00
A.M ..
the horizon a round the top of the
hill where the Washington Monument is located was marked by
pensive Americans, standing upright against the fresh, clear,
blue summer sky, friendly a nd
with a settled, serene dignity
before this monumental symbol
of freedom. Mo re than 200,000
and black,
Ame ricans- - white
young and old, male and female,
able-bodied
a nd feeble--soon
overfilled the l arge park. With
some sitting on the grass, others
standing, the program bega n, as
TV cameras scanned the area
from platforms and perches.
''The morning progra m, preceeding the historic "March on
Washington for Jobs and Freedom,•• included an invocation,
opening remarks by A . Philip
Randolph, Director of the March;
remarks
by
several
other
leaders; tribute to Negro women
fighters for freedom; and songs
led by Peter, Paul and Mary,
Ruby Dee, Josh White, Lena
Horne, and the fervent, sincere

Met Star
(C ontinued from Page 3)
music just as they might borrow
books. They can be used in
variou s musical productions.
Miss Jepson came to Newark
State College in 1957 to study
speech therapy under Dr. Gens,
one of the outstanding teachers
of the subject in this area. She
now is the speech therapist on
the professional team of the
Cerebral Palsy Reha bilitation Institute, located in the New Jersey
Orthopaedic Hospital Unit of the
Hospital Center in Orange. Dr.
Gens is consultant to the institute. Miss Jepson is in her fourth
year at the institute.
The one-time sta r of the Met
and the concert stage drives 100
miles a day, five days a week,
to do her job a t the institute.
In private life she is Mrs. Walter Dellera of Oceanport and the
mother of two grown children.
She also gives speech therapy
at home Saturday mornings .
Miss Jepson retired as a singer
in 194 7. She then conducted a
studio for 10 years on the Teaneck campus of Fairleigh Dickinson University, where she taught
both private pupils a nd students
from that institutions .
Another pupil w:rn Beverly
Bower of Teaneck, Miss Jepson' s
protegee who has sung at the City
Center for seven years. Miss
Bower already possesses some of
Miss Jepson's operatic scores
and all of her costumes, valued at
$40-50,000. "She is just my
size," Miss Jepsof\. comments.
In 1957 Miss Jepson came to
two conclusions she wanted to
get away from music altogether
and she wanted to perform a
useful service. Thus, she consulted with Dr. Gens and became
a student at Newark State.

ringing voice of Joan Baez, among
others.
"So far, so good. There h a d
been no incidents, nothing to
provoke panic, bloodshed or disaster for the civil rights program before Congress. Could it
continue once the march down
Constitution and Independence
Avenues commenced? Yes. Remarkably, yes.
''The marchers began their
walk even before the leaders
arrived, such was their enthusiasm. Many carried signs and
placards as they walked the .8
mile from their two different
departure areas, to meet at the
Lincoln
Memorial.
Marching
shoulder to shoulder toward their
destination, singing, there was a
pleasant, spiritual tone to the
words and demeanor as the tones

issued straight-forward from the
souls and hearts of the people,
communicating with their country
and their countrymen, especia lly
the theme song of the whole
movement .

We Shall Overcome
We shall overcome
We shall overcome
We shall overcome someday;
Deep in our hea rts
We do believe
We shall overcome someday
We are not afraid . . .
(chorus)
The truth will make us free . ..
(chorus)
We'll walk hand in hand . . .
(chorus)
"There were exceptions, de grees, and variations of behavior
among the individuals, some indifferent to TV cameras, others
pleased, and a few show-offs as
they appeared on the screen, but
the latter were exceptions."
''Soon all were assembled
at the shrine of the Great Emancipator, the Lincoln Memorial.
The ten leaders of the March
spoke briefly, following the singing of the Star Spangled banner
and the freedom songs. The
climax to the day was the peroration
by Dr. Martin Luther
King, summing up the day at the
capitol. The participants were
v irtually transfixed, spell-bound
by the emotion-laden oratory of
this great man, telling them:
" . . . I have a dream . .. It is a
dream deeply rooted in the
American dream. I have a dream
that one day this n a tion will rise
up and live out the true meaning
of its creed . . . I have a dream ...
I have a dream .
"This is our hope. This is the
fait that I go back to the south
with--with this faith will I be able
to hew out of the mountain of
despair a stone of hope."
••As one looked about at the
thousands of faces, one could feel
the hope and faith that some day
this dream, the American Dream,
might be a reality.
"What did all this signify, the
day of August 28, 1963? It was
a moral success for our country
and a victory for the democratic
way of life. Where else on earth
m ay 200,000 of a n ation's people
m arch to their capitol for such a
m assive
demonstration
unequalled in size in the modern
world, and carried out in the
dignity befitting this great country and its people?"

Another Reaction
Also present in the line of
march was Brenda Snell, also a

Senior a t Newark State. This was
her reaction to the march.
"Within one's life, there are
events which are of significance
and meaning and aid in the growth
of the person. On August 28 of
1963, one such event took place
in my life . I was one of 200,000
people who marched for equa lity
and human dignity--for all mankind. For the first time, a group
of people marched together in
support of the government--not
in protest . They were saying,
"We want in . . . we want to !;i.e.=.
long .. . we want our constitutional
rights granted. . .we want the
Congress to support the President's bill."
"As I marched that day, I
could sense an air of pride and
dignity among the marchers, for
these were the people who got up
off their complacency and were
expressing themselves by taking
a part in something in which
they believed. They felt a moral
responsibility and they were
going to do their part in erasing
the mora l and social sin of our
country. I saw people from as
far away as Alaska and Washington state. They had to make more
than a little effort to get there-but they were there .
"One of the significant aspects
of the m a rch was that it was not a
Negro march but it was an integrated march.••
"It is reported that half of the
marchers were white people.
These people r epresented the
beginning of an awakening of the
white community toward the
problem. It seemed they were
tired of hearing about the kill ing and the bombing and other
injustices being done by the outspoken segregationists. They too
wanted to become outspoken.
They no longer wanted to remain the ••silent on looker'• --

Parliing Rules Reiterated
Emphasising Penalties
At the request of the Business Office, the Independent is
publishing the parking rules
which will be in effect during the
1963-1964 academic year. Students are asked to note the section on penalties, as well as
number seven under "Operation
of Vehicles."
Parking and traffic regulations
are formulated in order to protect
pedestrians,
to assure
access for emergency equipment,
and to facilitate the work of the
college by providing efficient use
of the parking facilities. They
follow the geReral policies &et-by
the
Commissioner
of
Education and are adapted to
local conditions. The administration of these rules and regulations is the responsibility of the
Business
Office . A studentfaculty committee provides a
channel for communicating with
the President of the College about
parking and traffic.

Re~istration of Vehicles
1. No student who lives in a
campus residence ha ll or who
lives within two miles o f the
campus may park a car on campus. Junior and senior resident
students will be permitted to
park in student parking areas
during their practicum and student teaching.
2. All care operated or parked
on college property must bear a
parking permit.
3. Vehicles must be registered
during college registration each
fall or summer session. After
the registration period, permits
may be obtained in the Business
Office .
4. The minimum fee for parking permits at all state colleges
has been set at $10.00 per school
year, including summer session,
for day students. Fee for parttime students is $2 .00 for the fallspring terms, and $1.00 for summer session.
5. Permits should be displayed
in the lower left corner of the
vehicle's rear window. On convertibles, permits should be displayed in the left rear side window.

Operation of Vehicles
1. All cars must be parked in
assigned areas, within the space
provided.
Students
must be
parked in a reas designated for
student parking. At present, these

Dr. Howard Didsbury Jr.
they wanted to show that there
were white people who were
against the injustices of discrimination. So they joined, hand
in hand, with their black brothers
for "freedom and justice."
• 'Yes, I was very proud to have
been there in Washington on tha t
day . I was proud as a Negro,
as an American citizen, a nd as
a huma n being."
"Where were you?"

fact that all of us are truly our
brothers' keepers.
When religion fails to actively
embody this statement in this
world, it runs the risk of l apsing into a sophisticated kind of
primitive triba lism. The March
may have served to give the
genuinely religious individua l an
opportunity to lead in the c rus ade
for a world more in keeping with
the highest ideals of his religious
tradition.''

An Historian Comments

How Much More Time?

Dr . Howard F. Didsbury, Jr.,
a member of the Department of
History and Social Science, is
a resident of Washington D.C.
To him, the . March had another
significance.
••Aside from the significant
political aspects of the Freedom
March, the feature which impressed me most deeply was its
significance for religion. The
extensive p a rticipation in the
March of various religious de- 1
nominations, Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish, was appropriate and inspirational. Unfortunately, for too long a time,
most religious communities have
tended to accept complacently
the rank injustice of racial
inequality, while paying ceremonial
attention to unctious
statements about brotherly love.
The presence in the m arch of
so many young people, under the
banners
of their respective
faiths, signalled the reawakening
of a genuine moral religious
consciousness determined to exemplify in word and deed the

Incredible as it seems to some
of us, there a re still a few fuzzyminded individua l who ask for
more time for the Southerners
to adjust to the idea of integration - just as they were asking
for more time ten years ago . . .
and thirty years ago. . . and
fifty years ago. It would seem
to me that 102 years should be
plenty of time for anyone to adjust to any idea, no matter how
much it went against the grain
of nations already a part of a
cultural pattern.
Dr. Martin Luther King gives
the best answer to this old wheeze
of an exucse. The following is an
except from a letter written by
Dr . King in answer to protest
by clergymen concerning the sitins, etc., of the direct actionists.
"We have waited for more than
340 years for our Constitutional
and God-given rights. The nations of Asia and Africa are
moving with jet - like speed t o ward gaining political independence, but we still creep a t horseand-buggy pace toward gaining a

areas are the lot behind the
science building and the lot at
Conant and Morris Avenues.
2 . No student cars may be
operated on campus except to
enter or leave the college in
the most direct manner . Students
cars may not be driven on the
road to the college center, library, and power house areas
except at the direction of the campus patrolman.
3. Pedestrians shall have the
right of way at all times .
4. The MAXIMUM speed on
campus is 12 miles per hour .
5. No car shall park in such
a manner as to obstruct traffic
or to occupy more than one parking space.
6. All
drivers shall heed
posted signs rel ated to driving
and parking.
7. No one will be allowed to
park on campus a fter 4:00 P.M.

penalties
Tickets will be issued for a ll
parking violations. These tickets
carry a $5.00 fine, payable to
the Business Office within 5 days.
Failure
to
render p ayment
promptly will result in withholding of grades and transcripts.
However, these tickets may be
appealed in the students' own
handwriting
to the Business
Manager.

cup of coffee at a lunch counter.
Perhaps it is easy for those who
have never felt the stinging da rts
of segregation to say "Wait".
But when you have seen vicious
mobs lynch your mothers and
fathers at will a nd drown your
sisters and brothers at whim;
when you have seen hate-filled
policemen curse, kick and even
kill your black brother and sisters with impunity; when you see
the vast majority of your 20
million Negro brothers smothering in an air-tight cage of poverty
in the midst of an affluent society; when you suddenly find your
tongue twisted as you seek to explain to your six-year- old daughter why she can't go to the
public amusement park that has
just been advertised on television, a nd see tears welling up
when she is told that Funtown
is c losed to colored children,
and see ominous clouds of inferiority beginning to form in her
little mental sky, and see her beginning to distort her per sonality
by unconsciously developing a
bitterness toward white people;
when you have to concoct and
answer for a five-ye a r old son
asking, "Daddy, why do white
people tre at colored people so
mean?"; when you t a ke a crosscountry drive and find it neces sary t o sleep night after night in
the uncomfortable corners of
your
automobile because no
motel will accept you; when you
are humiliated day in a nd day o ut
by
n a gging
signs
reading
"white" and "colored"; when
your first name becomes "nigger,•• your middle n ame becomes ''boy'' (However o ld you
are) and your last name becomes
••John'•, and your wife and mother
are never given the respected
title "Mrs . " ; when you are harried by day a nd haunted by night
by the fact that you are a Negro,
never quite knowing what to expect next, a nd a re pl a gued with
inner fe a rs and outer resentments; when you are forever
fighting a degenerting sense of
"nobodiness" - then
you will
understand why we find it difficult to wait.

In Co.,clusion
The Negro R evolt has posed
a crise de conscience for the
Ame ri can people. How we reso lve this moral dilemma will
in l arge part determine how we
fare in the world that is being
shaped now. If we cannot truly
free a l arge sector of our own
population how will we dare to
(Continued on Page 6)
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Soccer Hopefuls Vie
For T eain Positions

WRA News
The Women's Recreation Association held its first Executive
Board meeting on Monday, September 16th. The business agenda
of the evening consisted of revising the constitution to meet
the ever growing activities of
the WRA. Discussion of the 196364 calendar of sports and events,
and the completion of the first
WRA handbook were also discussed.
The first general meeting of
the WRA will be held on Thursday, September 26th in the gymnasium at 4: 30. All questions concerning the pool situation will
be answered. Everyone is invited
to attend.
First Quarter activities, between
September
30th
and
November 1st, will include: Monday - fencing and swimming;
Tuesday - archery, tennis 2,
and modern dance; Wednesday swimming, and co-ed folk dancing (7:30); Thursday - fencing,
and hockey; Friday - swimming .

Inter-squad competition.
The Newark State College soccer team, under the direction
of Dr . Errington, has been practicing for several days . Even at
this early stage, though, problems have arisen .
The major problem, according
to Dr. Errington, is of an academic nature. Five of last year's
starters are ineligible. This loss
brings into focus the character
of another major problem and
that is the lack of candidates
whether experienced or not.
While usually being able to count
on a majority of Freshman hopefuls vying for a team position
this year the Freshman Class
has left a void in the playfng
ranks.

Instructor Arrives

Special Events

There are now about 12 or
13 men coming out to practices.
This is usually not a complete
team and according to Dr. Errington more players are needed.
Some of the returningveterans
are Sophomores Bill Grier and
Paul Minarchenko and Juniors
Doug Williams and John Erb.
New
members include John
Gluck, Sophomore, and Bill Kennedy and George Kunka, Juniors.
There will be no scrimmage
games before regular season
play. The first three games of
the season will act as scrimmage
games before the conference
opener.
Dr. Errington has changed the
entire pattern of play this year
in or der to try and offset last
year•s 0-10 record. He has institute d the triangle pattern of
play in place of the former "W"
p a ttern.
The first game of the season
will be played against Drew on
September 28, here on the NSC
campus.

Sept. 18
23
Oct.
2
16

Exec.Ed.Mt. 6:00
Frosh Social 5:00
Exec . Bd. Mt.
Exec . Bd. Mt.

Co::ich Su llivan
Bill Sullivan, a new addition to the Physical Education
department
is a graduate of
Springfield College, Springfield,
Massachusetts.
Mr . Sullivan was born in Boston but moved to Westery, Rhode
Island at an early age. In High
School he played and lettered in
football, b asketball, and baseball
for three years. During his high
school career he attained AllConference honors in basketball
one year and as a pitcher-infielder in baseball for 3 years.
In addition to being named on the
All-Conference basketball team
he was chosen on the All-State
squad for two years.
After graduating from high
school Mr. Sullivan attended
Springfield College where he
majored in physical education and
minored in history.
While at Springfield he lettered 3 years in basketball and
baseball. He was named to the
All-New England baseball team
and is the current holder of many
of
the
Springfield
pitching
records .
He received the scholar-athlete award from the faculty of
Springfield
College in 1959.
Upon graduation Mr. Sullivan
taught and coached in the public
schools of Hopkinton, Rhode Island for 3 years. In 1962-63 he
took graduate courses leading to
a Master of Education degree
at Springfield.
Mr. Sullivan's present assignment is teaching Freshman and
Sophomore physical education
and coaching both basketball and
baseball.

Wednesday, Sept. 25
1:30
3 :00
4:30
7:30
7:30
Thursday, Sept. 26
8 :00
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
10:30-2:30
3:30
3 : 30
4:30
7:00
7:00
7:30

It's a frightening thought to
think about dropping the sports
program here at Newark State
but the way things are going it
is quite possible in the near
future.
Newark State students are becoming completely apathetic about their sports program here
and are doing nothing to help it.
It was mentioned in a previous
editorial that Newark State lacked
the support of its fans. Even
more alarming than this is the
fact that there are not even
enough players to make complete teams for the coaches.

Theater Guild
Staff Association
"Independent" Tea
Nu Sigma Phi
Senior Court

Little Theater
Faculty Dining Rm.
East Room
Faculty Dining Rm.
D' Angola Gym

Dept. Meets as Scheduled
Education Dept.
East Room
Faculty Association
Townsend 106
Exec. Council
Historical Society
Townsend 109
Student Teaching
Townsend 103
Practicum Center
East Room
Trad. & Proc.
Faculty Dining Rm.
Little Theater
Theater Guild
Faculty Buffet
East Room
Theater Guild
Little Theater
D' Angola Gym
WRA General Meeting
Social Committee
East Room
Kappa Del ta Pi
East Room
Delta Sigma Pi
Hex Room
Frosh Seminar
Sloan Lounge

Ffi.day, Sept. 27

Post Hazing Dance

Main Dining Rm.

Monday, Sept. 30
7:00 p.m.

Nu Theta Chi

Faculty Dining Rm.

Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Rho Theta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Freshmen Parent's
Nite

Faculty Dining Rm.
East Room
Hex Room
Faculty Dining Rm.
East Room
D' Angola Gym

Sorority Social
Executive Board ·
Meeting W.R.A.
Co-ed Dancing with
''Dick' '
Humanist Society
Newman Club

East Room
D' Angola Gym

Wednesday, Oct. 2
3 : 30
6 :00
7:00
7:00
7 :00

by Arnold Silverman
The Negro in American sports, as a human being knows and
lives every moment of the segregation issue. This issue, though,
as an impact on the Negro has neither changed his love for the game
he plays nor has it changed the pride he takes in doing a job well
done for a faithful fan.
The ,~egro athlete has had to disregard his own prejudices
and tendencies in order to maintain the same high standards of
sportsman-like conduct attributed to most athletes, whether white
or colored.
The fact that he is colored seems to make the Negro more
susceptible to the temptations of hate and revenge . But the Negro
athlete has seen fit to disregard these emotions. As much as he may
want to strike out in retaliation against prejudice or killing or fear
or whichever evil from segregation may take, the Negro athlete will
not . He knows the history of sports and the history of his own
entry into tq,,e game. He knows that athletes all over the world, no
matter who or what they believe, are held together by a cohesive
force embodying friendship, honor, a nd dignity .
The Ne gro athlete must constantly fight two battles . One is
on the playing field where his pride in his playing is overwhelming.
The other b a ttle is waged outside. Here is where he fights the battle
of segregation and prejudice, trying to bring to the public eye the
plight of his race.
As a public personality he can do this . Will he be successful?
Only time and the curing of a terrible disease called ignorance can
tell. The Negro athlete has a mammoth job ahead of him but in the
end he will triumph. After all doesn't he have the happiness and
equality of his people in his hands and with hands like these how can
anyone fail.

There Will Be A
Meeting

According to the latest soccer
report out of several hundred
male college students eligible
to participate only 12 or 13
have showed up . Does this seem
like the enthusiasm deserving
of a sport's program?
Another prime example of student apathy lies with the tennis
courts. Last year the courts
were continually open for college use. Were they used? Only
those of you who passed by the
empty courts can answer that
question.
The same situation can be
applied directly to the tennis
team. How many hundreds of men
waited in line just to try out
for the team? ·Mr. Zweidinger
knows the answer and so do the
eight or ten fellows who tried
out for the team.
This is only a sampling of
how lightly the sports program
is taken. With the swimming pool
nearing completion the physical
education instructors are wondering whether the pool will be
even looked at by the students.
If not than a lot of money has
been wasted. It is thus up to
the student to take a genuine
interest in his activities and
show that everyone has been
wrong about what his intentions
are. Be a student at Newark
State and not an outsider.
Now
"This Side
adapted by
Wednesday,
1:30 to 2: 30

Casting
of Paradise"
Sydney Sloane
Sept. 25, 1963
Little Theatre

on Wed. Sept.25
fo r

A II

Va r sity and J. V. Basketball
Candidates.
T ime: 4:30 in Gym C

Summer of Discontent
{Continued from Page 5)
sally forth to "fight for democracy" in Asia and Africa? If
African Ambassadors are treated
shabbily in this country, howwill
they think of us when these name
men are the Foreign Ministers,
Prime Ministers and parliamentary leaders in their own nations?
Where we be when these nations
form a majority, not a minority,
bloc in the United Nations and
elsewhere?
The days of inaction, status
quo, and slick phrases about
"problems working themselves
out" are finished. Those of us
who truly believe in the dignity
of man and the worth of the
individual have to get off our
collective hands and do something. We can no longer afford
the luxury of a private philosophy - we have to spread our
beliefs.
We have to make the American Dream a reality for everyone, not just a privileged few.
And the American Dream will
only be a reality if we have
FREEDOM NOW!

College Record Book

$1.SO
Space For All 4 Years

Saturday, Sept. 28
8:00

Tuesday, Oct. 1
4:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7 : 15
8 : 00 p.m.

Viewpoint On Sports

NSC May Drop
Sports Program

This Week ....

Mr.

September 25, 1963

INDEPENDENT

D' Angola Gym
Faculty Dining Rm .
Joan Drobinski

Combined Class Record,
Address Book, Financial Record
Will Be Very Helpful When
Writing Your Resume

The Book and Supply Store

